
Company Statement Regarding Witch | HunterThank you for choosing to attend Witch | Hunter.  Witch | Hunter is not a play with a linear story. It is not a haunted house or a tour of Pioneer Village. It is a company of actors hoping to convey a psychological landscape in a very physical one--a recreated Puritan Village. It asks the viewer to try to imagine the world through the eyes of people who engaged in one of the most infamous behaviors in history.Asking what was going on in Salem in 1692 mandates that we change the lens through which we view the world. While many of the attitudes and beliefs of the 17th century colonial English are with us today, visiting Puritan Massachusetts is visiting a different culture. The journey asks the same things that traveling to a distant country in our own time would: acclimation to a “foreign” tongue, an open mind to unfamiliar customs, a sensitivity to the effects of privilege and deprivation, a curiosity about the way environment shapes attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors.Visiting the seventeenth century is visiting a period of great changes. The relationship of people with the church was being reshaped. The frameworks and habits of medicine and science  were changing. The century saw the English monarch beheaded by his people, and the form of government fluctuate. New England was like a headstrong and self-righteous daughter trying to get away with as much piety and as her Mother’s eyes could miss. Salem specifically was a community in tension between the new, cosmopolitan ways of the rising merchant class in Salem Town and the more agrarian values and struggling finances of the villagers. Add to this tension the constant threat of attack by peoples vying for New England territory, and you’ve got a perfect environment for scapegoating.The players in this piece express attitudes that are very out of synch, offensive even, to how many of us view the world today. They behave badly, and we suffer the consequences. There are good reasons NOT to do what the characters will be doing in the show. This is one reason we ask people not to bring children. Characters in plays make choices that members of the acting company wouldn’t. But that is difficult for young children to understand.To finish by saying  “Enjoy the show” wouldn’t be quite right. We do hope that you take something positive from it—a greater understanding of Puritan culture, of a very difficult period in history, and perhaps of yourselves and our own times.If you’d like to comment on the piece, please contact us at cryinnocentsalem.com


